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As I was riding the tube a couple of weeks ago I noticed one of the ?text" polls in the
paper as I was thumbing through it. The question was straight forward, ?Do you Trust David Cameron?"
the results, while admittedly not scientific, were both astonishing and yet not surprising. An overwhelming
amount of respondents, over 75%, voted No.
While your average bloke on the street could tell you that most people don?t trust Cameron it is surprising
to me how much we would rather jump from one boiling pot to another instead of just jumping off the stove.
It is a sad state of affairs when we vote for a particular candidate or party that we distrust because we
distrust the other more. I believe that democracy cannot continue to survive if it is reduced to choosing
between the lesser of two evils because it fundamentally undermines the purpose of the vote.
To a large extent political parties are responsible for this democratic failure by eliminating the need for
individual beliefs in elections. Political parties may ultimately prove to be the end of government
accountability to the people. Politicians realize that money means more than a happy constituency so they
respond more to the party than to the people. Any individual with real aspirations to make the world a
better place must first conform to the party standards if they have any hopes of ever reaching political
office. This not only waters down the quality of candidates, but reverses the role of government from
employee to employer of the people.
It is no coincidence that the countries with the most powerful political parties are the most authoritarian.
Perhaps it is time for people to look outside the political box, and maybe we can find a candidate that is
truly trustworthy.
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